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a celebration of lifelong friendships

Friday afternoon visit to hanger 9

On August 14, 2015, VP-69 again hosted the biennial
reunion of the “Patrol Squadrons of the Northwest
Reunion.” Throughout the years, VP-69 has received
countless awards and is recognized as a leader in the Reserve
Maritime Patrol Aviation community and the gathered
members of the squadron had a huge involvement in that
history. .

There were 13 plank-owners in attendance and five prior
commanding officers along with the current CO.

A total of 106 shipmates signed up to join in the
celebration in the “home town” of the Totems. Participants
came from 10 states and British Columbia. AEC
RonKravitz, traveled 2863 miles from Maryland.

CAPT. Tom Shackelford traveled 2842 miles from
Virginia and AK1 Mike Baldwin came 2815 miles from
Pennsylvania. Shackleford and Balwin both drove in from
back east. Obviously, this is a very dedicatedgroup. .

The Oak Harbor Elks was the venue chosen to share a
buffet diner and an opportunity to mingle and renew old
friendships.

The guest speaker for the evening, RADM Doug
Asbjornsen, the 22nd CO, gave an entertaining talk sharing
some personal insights of his journey with the Totems. He
also gave a brief run down on the future of the reserve
patrol community. The Admiral had been preceded at the
podium by CDR Dan Johnson the current CO of “69”.

A
A visit to
the
squadron
spaces
gave
members
the
opportunity

to climb aboard
and revel in the
smell of the
interior of the
P3 and relive
memories by
sitting at
various stations.

Rocky Point BBQ - Friday evening

Rocky Point provided a time to reminisce about our
past. The BBQ was catered by the “O” Club.



Rocky Point BBQ, cont.



Hanging out in the Hospitality Room.



Heritage Flight Museum - Saturday

Main event - Saturday evening



Saturday evening continued....

CDR Dan Johnson, current CO of the Totems, gave a brief update on
the activities of “69”. There currently are 250 personnel comprised of
FTS (Full Time Support) Active duty and Selected Reserves. Currently
they have (6) P3C with 9 crews. Three crews are fully qualified for and
prepared for activation in 72 hours.

VP 69 is scheduled for mobilization to Kadena for 7 months active
duty every 18 months with 3 crews to support the fleet while the active
units become fully ready with the P8.

They are repopulating the maintenance organization within the
squadron so the squadron will be accomplishing their own maintenance.
The squadron has seen service in El Salvador providing drug interdiction.

JAX is on track to be fully intigrated with all active units having
transitioned to the P8. .

RADM Doug Asbjornsen commented on reunions as being a time to
connect back to relationships. He reported to “69” in Oct 89 as a LT and
became the 22nd commanding officer Feb 2000.

He credits his ascent to “flag” to the people that he has worked with and
also the quality of those folks that he was responsible for.

He also credits the reserves forces with having years of longevity and
experience as volunteers.

The VP reserves will be a crutch for the active duty as they transition to the
P8, as CDR Johnson related, and will entail extended active duty periods.
The reserves will have the P3 for about 5 more years and as the fleet moves
away from the P3 and the birds move to the reserve squadrons, they will keep
the best of the best for the two remaining reserve units.

Both speakers opened the floor for Q&A. A main concern was voiced
about the reserve members that would be utilized on the 7 month
deployments and what support would be provided for the families
during that time. It was explained that there are several options in
place to provide support to those families.

COs ... McGuiness, Johnson, Thompson,
Kuntz, Asbjornsen, Hurst

,

The Master chiefs ... Johnson, Reddick,
Creech, Gudmestad, Wall VP-69 Plank Owners
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for attending “Reunion 2015” and
making this a memorable occasion.

Remember ... without you, no matter what
the committee did, it could not have been a

success.

“Reunion 2017 planning will take place
in the summer of 2016” Think about

attending and offering some suggestions to
make the next reunion even better. Watch
the website for info. An email will be sent

to All Hands with the announcment

Thank
s to all


